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What is a story? 

Stories are questions and answers. Every story starts with a question, which 
it answers before asking another. How did Harry get his scar? Why is he The 
Boy who Lived? Will Charlie get a golden ticket? What will it be like inside 
the factory? This is how stories progress. Some ask complicated questions. 
How can Sophie and the BFG persuade the queen to send her army to fight 
the giants? Some ask simple ones.  
What is down the rabbit hole? 

I have written two books that actually have questions for 
titles: Death or Ice Cream? & 
Are You The Pirate Captain? 

They are two very different 
questions as they are two very 
different books but they both 
work on the same principle: 
ask a question then answer it. 

Task One: READ & SUMMARISE 

Pick a favourite book and write down the questions it asks. Then write down 
the answers to those questions. If you do this in order, you will find that you 
have written down the main turning points of the plot.  

Task Two: PLOT  

Write down as many questions as you can think of.  
They can be silly (Why is there a carrot on my head?), mundane (Where are 
my socks?) bizarre (Why have I turned purple?)… or anything you like. 

Now answer your questions. Try to come up with interesting answers. 
Perhaps a boring question (What time is dinner?) has a more dramatic 
answer (Once you’re properly cooked). Or a weird question (Why are there 
tiny ducks on my nose?) has an ordinary answer (Wake up! You’re dreaming.)  

Once you’ve done a few, pick the Q&A you like best and take it as the 
beginning of your story. Write another question that follows on from the 
first. See if the questions and answers lead you in a particular direction.  

Task Three: WRITE 

OK, you’ve got your plot. Now write your story. Good luck and enjoy it.
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